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TEAM COMPOSITION
SKILLS STATEMENT
CAPABILITY AND SUITABILITY
01 Team Composition

Meron Tierny - Project Designer

The Office for Collective Design (O-C-D) is
a Melbourne based Urban Design and built
environment research collective founded by Matt
Drysdale who received commendation for the 2009
ideas competition for the Gold Coast performing Arts
Centre.
Matt Drysdale also works with Daryl Jackson
of Jackson Architecture as a Design Associate
specialising in the conceptual phases of Major
Projects and Urban Design and Master Planning.

Meron holds international design practice
experience working for such practices as Fosters
and Associates in the UK, Cox Architects and
Jackson Architecture.
Elaine Quek - Briefing Designer

On initiation of a design project, we immediately
begin to build an understanding of the site, literally.
Through physical and digital modelling, aerial
photography and on site investigations, we use our
expertise and understanding to explore the site and
potential whilst building and understand for context
both physically and socially.

Elaines meticulous attention to detail and
thoroughness in the development of conceptual
designs into buildable and creative design solutions,
allows for resolving complex design issues at an
early phase of the Architectural process.
Additional Team Members
Mat George - Documentation Architect
Kon Iakovidis - Designer
Aaron Paris - Documentation Assistant

We explore the latest thinking and research,
precedents, financial modelling, environmental
modelling and our intuition whilst building up a broad
spectrum of ideas to allow us to test possible design
directions and options.
This research and thinking is then tested against
strategic criteria that includes prototypes,
sustainability brief and program requirements,
stakeholder and community feedback, peer reviews
and workshops and needs that change as the
project progresses.

Design Team for Stage 2

This phase allows us to refine and develop the
strongest and most evident design principles
and concepts to then develop further and thus
communicate in the form of physical models, digital
imagery, analysis and diagrams, reports and visual
representations.

Daryl Jackson Brisbane Resources

Design Team for Stage 1

This is a premiere landmark site – almost total waterfrontage, right in the heart of the Gold
Coast, stitching together the mountains to the West and the ocean to the East whilst creating a
new dual platform of Urbanity mixed with social sustainability and contextual integration.
This will become an oasis within the Gold Coast CBD where you could take in a market or sit in
on an art class, see a film, meet friends for dinner and then travel home by boat.

O-C-D/JACKSON ARCHITECTURE
If successful in being short listed for stage 2, the
team will incorporate the local knowledge and
resources of Jackson Architecture located in
Brisbane who have extensive site knowledge and
local understanding to provide project management,
site knowledge and resourcing assistance for the
procurement of the project.

David Trott - Director
Gilda Donegan - Project Management
Gary Carter - Project Architect

Matt Drysdale - Design Strategy/Team Leader
Matt’s expertise and creativity is utilised during the
formative stages of projects; exploring the brief and
translating the clients requirements into schematic
designs. Matt has played a significant role in the
design and management for major projects for both
client and authority approval.
Matthew Myers - Design Assistant

Gold Coast Arts Village Terrace

Colin Wilson - Project Manager/Architect
Colin has worked internationally as an Architect and
Project Manager on a range of significant market
driven and government projects. Colin’s negotiation
and advocacy skills are extensive and are
demonstrated by his leadership of complex and
successful Public Private Partnership Projects.

Development Sketches

02 Skills Statement

03 Capability

04 The Challenge

Our unique team structure allows us a broad range
of experience to approach a project of this nature.

The experience and resource of the Jackson
Architecture team from Brisbane and Melbourne
as documentation architects, allows for a robust
and capable team to carry the design through to
construction working with the design core group.

Our collaborative design team is inspired by the
opportunities and potentials for the redevelopment
of the precinct.

These skills include Master Planning and Urban
Design, Financial Modelling and planning for Value
adding to surrounding land packages. Conceptual
and design planning and briefing. The design team
explores precedents, previous experiences on
similar projects and draws from an extensive source
of knowledge.

This method is currently being used on other large
projects underway in both Queensland and Victoria.

We hold the right experience and key understanding
for a project that requires logic, inspiration,
imagination and practical knowledge and
applications.
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OUR EXPERIENCE

Our Design Process

Creative, Inspired yet Grounded

EXPERIENCE

01 Team Experience
Our explorations and projects have been undertaken
in Taiwan, America, Japan, Korea, Poland, Italy
and predominantly here at home in Australia.
Our projects explore the ideals of merging a
pragmatic response and exploration of ideas and
collaborations with an exploration of a landscape
architecture that integrates the natural environment
with practical site responses.

>>

UNDERSTAND

>>

EXPLORE

>>

>>

TESTING

TEAM EXPERTISE IN URBAN
DESIGN, MASTER PLANNING,
RESEARCH AND DESIGN.

SOCIAL CONTEXT.

PRECEDENTS.

PROTOTYPES.

PHYSICAL CONTEXT.

FINANCIAL MODELLING.

CHANGING NEEDS.

PRECEDENCE AND WHAT WE
HAVE LEARNT SO FAR.

CLIENT AND STAKEHOLDER
REQUIREMENTS.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MODELLING.

FUTURE PROOFING.

HOW CAN WE IMPROVE THE
PROCESS BASED ON OUR

COMMUNITY
REQUIREMENTS.

OPTIONS.

>>

COMMUNICATE

PLANNING AND
PREPARATION OF
APPROPRIATE DOCUMENTS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
STAGES.

STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT
AND PRESENTATION.
COMMUNICATE MODELS,
PLANS AND IDEAS.

PRESENTATION TO ALL KEY
STAKEHOLDERS OF FINAL
DRAFTS FOR REVIEW
AND APPROVAL.

ECOLOGY.

EXPERIENCE?

TENANT NEEDS AND

FEEDBACK AND RESPONSE
TO PROPOSALS.

STAKE HOLDER/COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK.

IDEAS GATHERING.

EVALUATION AND
REFINEMENTS.

PEER REVIEW

CONCERNS.

IMPLEMENT

AND WORKSHOPS.

INITIATE PROJECT
DOCUMENTS

STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION
AND PEER REVIEW.

The team explores conceptual ideas and research
projects through the O-C-D brand whilst applying
this knowledge and experience back into the
Melbourne studio of Jackson Architecture.
Projects include:
Japan National Stadium. Concept Design for
the new $1.2B Olympic 80,000 seat stadium to be
located in Tokyo.
Kaohsiung Cruise Terminal Design Competition,
2010
Busan Opera House Design Competition, 2011
Melbourne Park Redevelopment of Eastern Plaza
-National Tennis Centre $110M
Gold Coast Cultural and Civic Precinct Master
Plan Competition,
2009 - 3rd place
Carlton Redevelopment, 2008 - 2017. Mixture of
public and
private residential apartment approximately $800M
Victorian University Tower, Melbourne, Feasibility
study, schematic design and design development for
40 level mixed use tower for the University, 2012.

CREATING A CULTURAL ICON FOR BUSAN
Busan is a dynamic place within the theatre
of the world. Over thousands of years the
people of Busan have been linked to the
surrounding sea and mountains and these
have played an important part in the Idea
we present here for the Busan Opera House
(BOH).The proposed site for the BOH is
cradled within this setting and is a natural
stage for the city that surrounds it.
It is within this amazing natural arena
that we explore the fundamentals of
melodrama and theatre in architecture,
the importance of geometry and axis and
the importance of presence and human
scale within this environment. The Opera
house is set out as is the Multipurpose Hall,
typically of programme for such buildings
with the addition of the understanding and
importance of the podium as a place for the
public to gather, meet and enter the concert
halls. An excellent example of this is the
Sydney Opera House in Australia.
AN ICONIC LANDMARK
Positioned with prominence in the heart
of the maritime Culture District, the BOH is
proposed as in environmentally integrated
landmark, resembling elements and forms of
the natural surroundings while celebrating
the technological, cultural and progressive
advances of the South Korean society.
The form should pay homage to the
mountains, islands and ocean that surround
the site.

INFRASTRUCTURE

ACTIVITY

PHYSICAL
SETTING

MOUNTAINS
BUSAN
HARBOUR

The BOH creates a spectacle- part ship, part
Mountain, part marine creature, housing a
cultural drawcard for visitors to the centre.

Visitors can promenade on the plaza, explore
public events and attractions, or simply just
relax and take in the surrounding breathtaking views. As the pedestrian walks further
into the site, a fissure in the plaza opens up
As visitors approach the island by land,
to reveal a subterranean entry to the foyer
The BOH rises from the harbour like giant
and public gallery below leading them down
ships, not unlike the thousands that travel
a long sloped ramp, confined by the ceiling
the harbour every year. These forms seem
of the plaza above.
sculpted by the elements exuding a sense
This opens up to reveal a magnificent and
of timelessness as if they had always been
there. Pedestrians are drawn to the sinuous vast cavernous space below where the
combined public functions for the halls are
tail-like forms of the Halls that coax them
situated. Both harbour and mountain views
toward the rising stairs that open up to
reveal the mountain island on the horizon to provide an external setting to a space that
is formed to house the combined public
the south.
space for ticketing, visitor services, food and
As visitors ascend the grand stairs, similar
to the Sydney Opera House, they transcend beverage outlets and lounges.
Patrons to the BOH can purchase tickets
from the harbour up into the mountainous
canyon between the concert halls. The vista for events and ascend the dedicated ramps
out to the harbour and sea opens up below to the individual foyers for both the Opera
Hall and Multipurpose concert hall, both
and the viewer is again transformed into
cantilevered out over the ocean.
another journey as is sailing toward the
harbour entry.
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1. UNDER PLAZA SPACE
2. ENTRANCE LOBBY
3. VIP LOUNGE
4. AUDITORIUM
5. STAGE
6. SCENERY ASSEMBLY
7. STAFF ENTRANCE
8. STAGE STORAGE
9. SIDE STAGE
10. REAR STAGE
11. TICKET OFFICE
12. REHEARSAL ROOM

1

4
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SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE PODIUM

PROGRAMMATIC

ANCIENT TURTLE SHIP

2
3

1. PLAZA
2. FOYER
3. CLOAK ROOM
4. AUDITORIUM
5. VOID ABOVE STAGE
6. VOID ABOVE SCENERY ASSEMBLY
7. MULTI - FUNCTIONAL HALL

BUSAN HARBOUR

EVOLVE/REFINE BRIEF
DEVELOPMENT AND BRIEF RESPONSE
RESEARCH AND TESTING

REFINE
EXPLORE
RESOLVE

CONCEPT DESIGN EXPLORATION

ARCHITECTURE

SCHEME

ASPIRATIONS

PROGRAMMATIC

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DIAGRAM

MINIMAL BUILDING FOOTPRINT

1.

Create and execute a realistic timeline/ program leading to the implementation of the
preferred master plan objectives.

2.

Undertake carbon offset planting schemes and initial site foundation projects to show
seeding and propagation of the BOH project.

3.

Integrate site body with existing, urban language and context of new proposed port district
whilst maintaining and strong definition and contrast of architectural and physical language.

4.

Express the character of Busan and surrounds and what the future vernacular of South
Korean culture represents within a contemporary society.

5.

Compliment mix of building and natural investments, not just buildings and roads.

6.

Encourage and inspire Busan and South Korean artists in the precinct and also promote new
international identity and visitors.

7.

Arts and culture – nature integration.

8.

Develop a new “multi-use” and function attitude towards development, not just one block of
land, one function (Example, cars under parkland on top with public uses incorporated)

Gold Coast Performing Arts Centre - 2009

EVOLVE CONCEPT

BRIEF RESPONSE
GEOMETRY AND AXIAL RESPONSE
CONSTRUCTABILTY
PHYSICAL SETTING
AESTHETIC VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
IDEAS, CONCEPTS AND THEMES

DEVELOPING THE PRECINCTS

1
4

BOH MASTERPLAN DESIGN OBJECTIVES

URBAN UNDERSTANDING
DEMOGRAPHICS
HISTORY AND CONTEXT
POPULATION AND CULTURE
RELIGION AND BELIEF
LAND MARK IDENTY

5

PROGRAMMATIC

CIRCULATION PATTERNS
BRIEF AND PROGRAM
FUNCTION VALUE FOR MONEY
CONSTRUCTABILTY AND PROGRAM

BUSAN OPERA HOUSE IDEA STRUCTURE

BUILDING AXIS FROM CONTEXT RESPONSE

AERIAL VIEW

The design concept for the BOH is to create
and explore unique journeys that, as in
nature, always offer new and exciting vistas,
views, aspects and interests positioned
along a circulation pattern that is structured
around the BOH program. This idea creates
a melodrama of building form and space,
entwined with the functionality of a
pragmatic and working building.

BUDGET DESIGN LIMITS
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SENSE
OF
PLACE

PANEL 02

St Kilda Triangle Redevelopment - 2006

CONNECTIVE TISSUE BETWEEN LANDSCAPE,
WATER AND THE URBAN FORM

THE PUBLIC PLAZA AND ARRIVAL

SENSE OF PLACE AND THE PEOPLE

National Tennis Centre - 2013
MEANING

Peck Slip New York Master Plan - 2012
PANEL 01

BUSAN OPERA HOUSE >

FUNCTION
PROGRAM
BRIEF

St Kilda Soliel, Melbourne Australia. Shared
schematic design
role for a short listed multi- purpose development,
2006

Carlton Housing Development - 2008-2019

Japan National Stadium - 2012

CONTEXT RESPONSE AND AXIAL STRUCTURE

9.

Create public links to city heart and cross-site movement towards the multipurpose port
district.

10.

Explore and promote landscape integration buildings to take advantage of site
contours.

Detroit Waterfront Redevelopment - 2012

Busan Opera House - 2011
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PUBLIC SPACES AND LANDSCAPE

6
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1

1

1. AUDITORIUM
2. REFRESHMENTS AREA
3. VOID ABOVE STAGE
4 . VOID ABOVE SCENERY ASSEMBLY
5. VOID ABOVE MULTI- FUNCTIONAL HALL
6. OFFICES

2

VEHICLE ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN CIRCULTAION

VIEWS TO MOUNTAINS AND OCEAN

Victoria University Vertical Campus - 2012

ENTRY AND ADDRESS

Kaoshiung Cruise Terminal - 2011

SITE PLAN

Australia Pavilion for Venice Biennale - 2008

Hobart Waterfront Master Plan - 2006
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EXPLORATIVE NARRATIVE

Gold Coast Style

01

Another sunrise blesses the sand of Broadbeach.
The first surfers enter the water, runners, walkers and
wanderers are all out making the most of the morning.
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Design Approach

HP

The Gold Coast is a coastal village – A Community
of like-minded, easy going and energetic people. It is
envisioned that the design and redevelopment of the
Gold coast Civic Precinct will encourage, compliment
and extend this healthy community environment.

Existing Site

Precinct Opportunities and Value Adding

Aligning Circulation to Context

Realigning Built Form from Cluster to Village

The site is surrounded by canals with views toward
the sea to the north-east and the mountains to the
south-west. The buildings form a central cluster.

There are 3 distinct opportunities to develop the
site and allow for a potential cost offset through
developing potential land parcels to the west.

Our starting point is to connect the precinct with
the surrounding context and create legible routes
across, through and around the precinct.

Currently the clustered massing f the buildings
creates in inverse and unsociable precinct. Our
scheme opens up the site for more sociable spaces.
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The following diagrams present an idea inspired
by this spirit and the creation of a civic and urban
heart that reflects the vibrancy of gold coast and its
community.
The key issues for understanding this brief are the
key building blocks for a successful master plan that
will not only strengthen the urban and social fabric
of the Gold Coast but will also be embrace within the
community.
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These issues are:
Coastal community arts/cultural ideals

-

Sense of place and understanding urban 		
context and a sense of place

-

Climatic/ Environmental fluctuations

-

Multi-use environmental and ecological 		 Public space views, vistas and visible links are key
to setting out the site massing so that patrons can
spaces
always take advantage of the surrounding scenery.
Improvement of community and cultural 		
well being
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Create Views, Vistas and Terraces

-

Alternative modes of transport and 		
pedestrian access

-

Improved circulation through the Urban 		
form and better public spaces

-

Stimulate ideas to encourage community 		
discussion

-

Define a set of development objectives 		
and goals to map out a realistic program 		
for redevelopment

-

Offset project costs with potential 		
development sites within the existing 		 Increase Landscape/Tree Planting
precinct
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A.

The Gold Coast community is one of the most
active communities with arguably the best climate
in Australia. This climate fosters a unique Australian
personality in both location and community.

Increasing the density of planting across the site
and providing more shade trees. New roofs can
provide storm water run-off for landscape.

Passive Shading and Connections

Relocate on Grade Car parking

Introduce Additional Recreation Spaces

The massing is aligned to allow for good cross flow
of air and also for passive shaded areas throughout
the day and also throughout the year.

On grade car parking is to be relocated under
buildings and public spaces where possible. A key
idea is to create sports facilities above them.

Creating additional recreational spaces and by
enhancing current bathing areas, we aim to entice
more recreation and community patrons to the
precinct.

Provide Additional Bridge Networks

Offset project Costs Via Parcel B

Create a Unique Gold Coast Aesthetic

Explore the potential value for money options for
the green bridge by providing more than one link for
the proposed budget amount thus increasing site
permeation and connection

A value adding exercise can be undertaken to utilize We are excited to explore the potentials for creating
potential parcels of land to the west of the site and
a decidedly Gold Coast look and feel to the precinct
enforce the surrounding commercial use.
and also create world class Urban Design.
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Master Plan concept approach and objectives:
1.

Create and execute a realistic time line/ 		
program leading to the implementation of the
preferred master plan objectives.

2.

Undertake carbon offset planting schemes 		
and initial foundations projects to show seeding and
propagation of the master planning scheme.

3.

Green Bridge

Integrate site body with existing, urban 		
language and context whilst maintaining and 		

Potential Bridge Connections

strong definition and contrast of

Restored Chapel for functions

architectural and physical language.

Community Bathing
Community Sports

4.

Express the character of the Gold Coast 		

Car Parking under field

and surrounds and what the future vernacular

Parcel B North Buildings

of coastal living may represent within a 		

Running Tracks

contemporary society.

Living Arts Centre

5.

Grand Foyer Arrival Space

Compliment mix of building and natural 		
investments, not just buildings and roads.

Great Terrace
Civic Chambers

6.

Encourage and inspire the Gold Coast arts and 		

artists precinct and also promote new people to 		

New Arts Museum

move to the area for us of new facilities.

Living Arts Centre
Retained Road
Potential Development
Parcel B South Buildings

7.

Art – nature integration and surrounds

8.

Develop a new “multi-use” and function 		

Souther Arrival

attitude towards development, not 			
just one block of land, one function 			
(Example, cars under parkland on 			
top with wind gen incorporated)
9.

Create public links to city heart and chevron 		
island wit cross-site movement towards race
track, residential and golf course

10.

Explore and promote landscape integration 		
buildings to take advantage of site contours.

Creating a cohesive precinct

Retained shown in orange tone

Value add to precinct with cost offset

Massing
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1
2
3
6
8

7
5

4

29

10 9

11
Living Arts
Centre 13
12
31

14

15
Artscape
16
20
22

Parcel B

30

17
18
19
32
28

27

24
New Arts
Museum
25
26

21
23

Key
1. Green Bridge
2. New Bathing
3. Soccer
4. Running Track
5. Main Theatre (1200 seats)
6. Loading Dock
7. Backstage inc. workshop
8. North Terrace
9. Black Box Theatre (250 seats)
10. Green Room and Dressing Rooms
11. Amenities
12. Performing Arts Organisation
13. Drama Theatre (600 seats)
14. Cinemas
15. Outdoor Ampitheatre
16. Great Terrace

17. Live Entertainment Venues
18. Recording/Production Studio
19. Commercial Hire Spaces
20. Auditorium
21. Theatrette
22. Cafe/Retail
23. Loading
24. Reception/Visitors Information
25. Gallery
26. Art Space for Young People
27. Community Gallery
28. Function
29. Subtropical Gardens
30. Bike Bridge
31. Civic Chambers
32. Parcel B
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